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Incorrect headers and footers.

Change headers to read ISO/IEC 1539-1:2010 (E),
aligned right on odd pages and left on even pages.
Footers shall contain page number, aligned right
on odd pages and left on even pages, and
ISO/IEC copyright (© ISO/IEC 2010 – All rights
reserved), aligned left on odd pages and right on
even pages.

**

1.3.7, 1.3.21,
1.3.29.3,
1.3.31, 1.3.36,
1.3.36.1,
1.3.44, 1.3.46,
1.3.50, 1.3.51,
1.3.53, 1.3.66,
1.3.70, 1.3.78,
1.3.80, 1.3.83,
1.3.84.1,
1.3.84.2, etc.

ed

The subject field or context shall be given in angle
brackets before the definition.
Terms with more than one meaning shall have separate
entries.

Redraft as follows:
1.3.31
conformable
〈of two data entities〉 having the same shape or
one being an array and the other being scalar
1.3.139
undefined
〈data object〉 property of not having a valid value
1.3.140
undefined
〈pointer〉 property of having not having a pointer
association status of associated or disassociated
(16.5.2.2)
etc.

**

1.3.19,
1.3.137.7, etc.

ed

Definitions shall consist of a single phrase, able to
replace the term in context. Supplementary information
shall be given in a Note after the definition.

Redraft as follows:
1.3.19
C address
value identifying the location of a data object or
procedure either dened by the companion
processor or which might be accessible to the
companion processor
NOTE
This is the concept that ISO/IEC 9899:1999
calls the address.
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te = technical
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1.6.4, first
bullet point;
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Is "this standard" a reference to 1539-1?

If so, replace with "this part of ISO/IEC 1539".

Note 9.58
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